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1970 S.F. show by classical Indian masters brought to
life with Grateful Dead soundman's wizardry

As a teenager who'd recently arrived in the United States after getting a precocious start as a Bollywood studio musician and accompanist for North Indian classical recitals, Hussain had already worked in an

Cleveland Indians owner says team's nickname won't change in 2021

baseball

Indians will ditch nickname - after '21 Associated Press The Cleveland Indians are changing their name - they just don't
know to what or when. Dolan said the team will continue to be called Indians.

Cleveland Indians reportedly changing nickname after 105 years

digest Cleveland Indians changing nickname, according to sources Associated Press. The Cleveland Indians are changing their name after 105 years. The Indians have been internally discussing a potential name.

After getting Stanford to
drop 'Indians,' he wonders why Cleveland took so long
Stanford had been the Indians since 1930. They wanted Lightfoot gone, they wanted "Indians" gone, and they wanted Indian Studies classes instituted. "How about Dumb Indians?"

Wave and rip current warning issued for Ocean Beach, other Bay Area coastlines Sneaker waves, increased rip currents and moderate to large breaking waves are expected to slam
Ocean Beach in San Francisco, Half Moon Bay and Montara beaches along the San Mateo County coast, Manresa Beach in

Pioneering San Francisco Indian restaurant August 1 Five to close on Dec. 20 By Justin Phillips One of San Francisco's premiere Indian restaurants, August 1 Five, will permanently close on Dec. 20. The restaurant took a financial hit in November when the indoor dining ban cut into
A new tarot deck holds the answers to Indian cooking. Everyone knows Indian food, right?" AS: With Indian food, I think what intimidates non-Indians is how many ingredients that you have to start out with, but actually the process is really easy.

Someone

Observed: In a year of chaos, surfers find solace and joy at Ocean Beach. Only a year later I was ready to surf at Ocean Beach. It was 1972 when I discovered Ocean
Beach. Ninety percent of the people that surf Ocean Beach on a given day are not dedicated to surfing Ocean Beach.

What Kamala Harris' historic win means to Indian Americans The senator's win also has political significance for the Indian American community, which is still only about 1% of the nation's population. Indian American political organizations, like They See Blue and
Ocean Beach, other Bay Area coastlines under wave and rip current warning starting Sunday

The National Weather Service cited Ocean Beach in San Francisco as a spot to be wary of.

Email: srubenstein@sfchronicle Twitter: @SteveRubeSF San Francisco's Ocean Beach could be a dangerous spot this

Kamala Harris sends 'Happy Diwali' wishes as Bay Area's Indian families enjoy pared-down celebration

Many Indian American families
are celebrating Diwali in a pared-down way this year. Families walk past a display of Rangoli, a colorful form of Indian folk art, in San Ramon. Rangoli, a colorful form of

Say goodbye to another quirky S.F. landmark - the Mondrian House at Ocean Beach The two-story home at 2140 Great Highway, separated from Ocean Beach by a sand dune covered in ice plant, was one of those unexpected encounters that stood as a vivid treat in what can seem an
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